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Touchstone est une nouvelle srie de la famille Cambrige Kid's Box et sept niveaux,
avec des niveaux peuvent creer le Starters, Movers et Flyers. A effectif leur, cette
nouvelle srie est destinata a vous et a vos enfants. Pareil le cours est plein d'idees
frais et chaleureux, pour vous stimuler et vos enfants et vous permettre d'obtenir
un impact comme en terme de leur langue maternelle et dans le scolaire. Preparer

leurs pour les tests comme les Movers et Flyers de Cambridge Young Learners
English Published: 7/1/2004 Cambridge Compass 3-pdf has been re-released as a
disc-ready version. This latest version features 9 new modules, 8 new students, a

new set of worksheets (with 4 new worksheets added) and has been enhanced
with new technology. The Touchstone workbook provides follow-up exercises for
each lesson in the Student's Book, giving thorough practice of new vocabulary,
structures, and conversation strategies, as well as providing extra reading and

writing activities. The Cambridge International Corpus (CIC) has been developed by
Cambridge University Press to help in writing materials for learners of English. It is

a large collection of written and spoken texts, stored in a database, that can be
searched to see how English is used. The English in the CIC comes from many

sources including newspapers, books, Web sites, magazines, radio and television
broadcasts, and recordings of everyday conversations. Info (EN): The Cambridge
Kid's Box is a seven-level, English-only after-school program, based on innovative
educational ideas, that provides a solid foundation for English language learning

and can be used for group or individual classes. Teaching material is presented in
interesting stories, then elaborated and repeated in homework exercises.
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the company is a
subsidiary of e-commerce

systems provider,
classware, inc. (nasdaq:

cweb). classware is based
in the cambridge

innovation center and was
founded in 1989. the
company provides a

complete line of business
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solutions, including online
content, online commerce,

online training, online
assessment and online

marketing services.
classware also owns a

comprehensive learning
management and online

training services company,
classware plus, which

provides online training for
over a thousand companies
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worldwide. the cambridge
classware course is part of

the touchstone suite of
courses, all of which use

the same product and are
created by the same team.
touchstone includes a suite
of courses for students in

the key stage 1 through to
key stage 4. the

touchstone team will
continue to develop the
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product and take it to the
next level. in the

meantime, we're grateful
to have you here with us!
the cambridge classware
course was first published
in 1996 and was one of the

first products to use the
new cambridge curriculum.
in 2004, it was developed
further to make it more

interactive for our young
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learners. after the
installation of the entire

package, we continue with
the classware 1-4. 1. open
the folder classware, and

select the classware
subfolder containing the

new folder touchstone 2. in
the menu that appears on
the left, select import 3. in
the window that appears,

select the folder
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touchstone to be imported
4. select the class that

corresponds to the course
5. in the window that

appears, the new objects
(objects that can be

inserted and worksheets)
will be available 6. click on
the new objects (objects
that can be inserted and
worksheets) to select the
worksheets and click on
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the "open" button. after
that, we can continue with

the class 7. repeat the
steps 2 to 6 for each class.
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